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We’re heading into an exciting time in
convenience retailing. There are several dates
coming up that will likely already be on your
radar, such as Mother’s Day and, of course,
Easter. By planning ahead and taking full
advantage of these dates, your bottom lines are
in for a treat. Head over to page 14 to get the
low-down on how to make the most of them.
After Christmas indulgence, we tend to batten
down the hatches, watching the purse strings
and alcohol intake for a few months. But when
the first signs of spring and sunshine appear,
shoppers will begin to engage in more sociable
occasions, and a first port of call will be to
replenish their alcohol cupboards. Head to
page 34 for advice on the newest trends and
what to stock this spring.
Lifestyle Retailer recently visited Mano in
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and turn to page 37 for guidance on how to
get your food-to-go offering right.
On page 28 we focus on your youngest
shoppers, while over on page 59, we introduce
you to the brand-new Plan for Profit. This is
the new way to get all of your
range and planogram advice.
I hope you enjoy this issue
and have a great couple of

Stuart’s
3 tips for
springing
into Spring

1

clean

Yes, you guessed it.
It’s a cliché, but
this really is a
great time to make
sure your store is looking
as spotless and fresh as
possible.

2

refresh
your lines

It’s so easy to let the
year pass you by and not
update your offering with
the latest lines and newest
products. Check out our news
pages and trends pages and
use them to help you keep on
top of trends.

3

social media

Are you on social
media yet? If not,
maybe set
yourself a goal
of creating a
Facebook page
this month. It’s
a free and easy
way of
targeting
your local
area and
letting them know about
your promotions.

months! See you in May.

Disclaimer:
All prices listed are
correct at the time of
going to press, but may
be subject to change.

get in touch…
Stuart Johnson
Retail Controller,
Unitas Wholesale

email us at
lifestyleretailer@
thebrightmediaagency.
com
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pillar of the
community
With 31% of people thinking the high
street will be gone within five years,
now is the time to cement your place
in your community.
An easy place to start is to give something
back by supporting local charity events.
Whether you host a raffle in store or donate
proceeds to a good cause, there are so many
ways you can pull in local families to
support the charity, you and your store.

The sale of energy drinks to under
16s in Wales might be banned, as the
Welsh government considers ways
to encourage a healthier lifestyle.
The government will deliberate on how to actively
encourage youngsters to change eating habits and
be more active, and these measures may stretch to
a potential restriction on energy drinks.

wRAP UP YOUR PLASTIC USE
Although most of us are probably fed up
of hearing about the plastic crackdown,
it’s been reported that convenience
retailers who can demonstrate they’re
taking action stand to benefit from
increased sales. This was one of the
key messages at the recent Future
of Convenience summit.
More than eight in 10 consumers are
actively trying to reduce their usage of

Lookr…
o
f
t
u
o
Our round-up of the latest
products to fill up your
shelves this spring

single-use plastics, while only 34% of
convenience shoppers believe brands are
doing enough to combat the problem.
If you’re looking for ways to improve
your footfall and help the environment
while you’re at it, look at attracting
eco-shoppers by reducing your use of
single-use plastics. If you sell groceries,
can you look into selling individual fruit
and veg rather than packaged?

Egg–stra
mini treat
Lighter
snacks
An irresistible sweet treat
packed with delicious
ingredients, Fibre One 90 Calorie Popcorn
Bars are the perfect fit for those shoppers
looking for a guilt-free indulgent treat. Place
a selection near the tills to boost your
impulse sales.

Fine milk chocolate
covered mini eggs with
a milky hazelnut centre,
these are perfect as
a little treat for all.
Get stocked
up as soon as
possible for
maximum sales
potential.
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fewer sweet treats
Brits are due to splash out less on sweet treats and premium
toiletries this year, according to research
from Paymentsense.
56% of shoppers are planning on cutting back
this year, expecting to save an average of
£131 a month. It’s thought that this is due
to the rise in living costs.
Shoppers struggling to make ends meet are
adapting with special offers and loyalty
schemes, which is something that retailers
can bear in mind.
Have you thought about 2-4-1 offers?

promotion
clampdown

The UK government has launched a 12-week
consultation that will look at how retailers
promote unhealthy food and drink.
Ending in April, the consultation has asked
the public to give their views on restricting
multibuy promotions of high fat, salt and sugar
(HFSS) products, such as ‘buy one, get one free’
and restricting promotions of HFSS products
at checkouts, end of aisles and store entrances.
It’s thought that this encourages consumers
to “buy more than they need”.
If new rules were adopted, retailers would still
be able to offer discounts for individual sales
of HFSS items, as this does not encourage
shoppers to buy more in order to benefit from
savings. The new rules also wouldn’t stop
discounts on household essentials.

Lookr…
o
out f
Chocs away
Cadbury has launched Cadbury Darkmilk Salted
Caramel to appeal to shoppers who find dark
chocolate too bitter. A perfect blend of rich
cocoa and Cadbury milk chocolate with salted
caramel pieces, the bars are also available in
the original plain flavour and
roasted almond.

08
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Retailers are in the
perfect position to be
able to take advantage
of a gap in the market
when it comes to
takeaway delivery.
MCA figures show
that 93% of takeaway
deliveries include
a main meal but only 26% of
people will order a soft drink to go with it,
and only 10% an alcoholic beverage.
Grab the opportunity and pop some signage up
around your store reminding customers to stock
up on soft drinks to go with tonight’s takeaway.
I scream,
you scream

Wake up
and…

A well-loved brand by
shoppers, Cadbury
Crunchie ice cream is
available in tubs, while
Cadbury Crunchie
Blast with Popping
Candy is available in
packs of 3 x 100ml
sticks. Stock up now
in time for the rush.

Pick up an instant
saving for your
customers with
Nescafé
Original. Full of
flavour and
available with a
brand new RRP
of £2.49, this is bound
to be a hit.

OLD MOUT IS THE FASTEST GROWING
CIDER BRAND IN THE MARKET1
Source: 1. Combined BBPA data to 30.11.18 & Nielsen Scantrack to 1/12/18
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the future is now
Research by HIM has found
that more shoppers than ever
before are wary of their
responsibilities as consumers.
Plastic pollution, healthy
eating, responsible eating and
social media have been pegged
as top consumer concerns.
One in 10 consumers now
identify as following a
dairy-free or
gluten-free diet,
and 45% of
shoppers say they
are trying to
improve their

health through their diet. It’s
important for retailers to stay
ahead by offering a good range
of healthy options, with both
dairy-free and gluten-free
alternatives.
50% of 25–34 year olds are
actively seeking information
on plastic pollution, so help
them out by putting up
signage in store
telling them that
you’re actively
doing your bit
to reduce
single-use plastics.

Ideal for health-conscious shoppers
watching their waistlines, McCain
has introduced a lighter version
of its Home Chips.
The chips were made to
meet demand for
healthier options
for mid-week
meals and contain
30% less fat than
their predecessors.

Lookr…
o
out f

ZERO IN

The alcohol-free category is
now worth £53m in the off
trade, so get stocked up now
to avoid missing out on key
sales. Heineken 0.0 is a
great-tasting alcohol-free
beer, and at just 69 calories is
ideal for the designated driver.

10
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If you
only do
one thing…

James Lowman at
Association of Convenience Stores
discusses the problem of shop theft

Early this year, we saw two
releases of statistics looking
at the number of shop thefts
reported to police. One
(ONS) suggested a small
decline, while the other
(Press Association for
supermarkets only) showed a
rise. So what’s going on here?
We estimate that less than
half of the almost one million
incidents of theft that took
place in the sector last year
were reported, and I suspect
that far fewer than that were
investigated properly.
Retailers tell us that theft
is not only getting worse, it’s
also feeding more serious
crime and becoming more
organised. The people
stealing could be funding a
drug or alcohol addiction,
operating as part of a

Easter
heroes
Families across the
UK will be
gathering this
Easter, so it’s
important to stock
up on sharing goodies.
Cadbury has launched
a gift pouch packed full
of all the popular bitesize Heroes
chocolates and Mini Eggs.

criminal gang, or starting
with theft, realising there’s
often no repercussion and
getting more confident about
committing serious crime.
Our view remains clear
– theft is a crime and should
be taken seriously. If retailers
stop reporting crimes, there’s
a danger that forces will see
theft as even less of a priority
for their future plans. Only
by reporting can we ensure
that the police know the true
extent of thefts committed
against our sector.
Finally, we don’t ever
recommend intervening to
stop a thief, because violence
can occur. For our guidance
on dealing with difficult
situations, search YouTube
for ‘managing violence and
abuse in convenience stores’.

Trending Tastes
Walkers has unveiled delicious new
flavours as part of a campaign marking
its 70th anniversary. The new flavours
include regional favourites and an
on-pack promotion. These are likely
to be one tasty hit for your customers.
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Dates for
your diar y

lunchtime
rush
Perfect for shoppers looking
for a quick and easy
lunchtime solution, Heinz
has recently launched pots of
microwaveable soup to meet
demand for on-the-go meals.
Available in Cream of
Tomato and Vegetable
flavours, the pots come in
three sizes
with an RRP
starting at 99p
and are designed
to drive
on-the-go sales.
Back in 2017 it

mar

was reported that
convenience retailers have
seen a £36m boost as a result
of on-the-go food sales. Have
you thought about taking
advantage of this by having a
‘lunchtime meal deal’ section
placed near the door, with
quick and easy on-the-go
solutions?
Think pot
pastas,
microwaveable
soup and pot
noodles with
snacks to match.

4–10
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growth of low and no
Savvy retailers are stocking
up on low- and no-alcohol
drinks options.
According to YouGov,
22% of people aged 18–34
have switched some of their
alcohol consumption to
low-or no-alcohol alternatives,
so now is the time to hop on
the bandwagon.

Lookr…
o
out f
No
porkies here
The Mr Porky range includes something for
everyone; the traditional Black Country
recipe of its hand-cooked offering, the
perfect bitesize ‘Crackles’ or the bigger
bite of prime cut. There is also a lighter
bite, Crispy Strips, which has less fat.

12
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National Pie Week
Use signage around store to mark
this day and offer a promotion on your
pies to see them fly off the shelves.
Pancake Day
Make sure you’re well stocked up on
the pancake essentials such as flour,
eggs and milk. Don’t forget the Nutella.
St Patrick’s Day
Stock up on Guinness and decorate
your store with green bunting to get
into the spirit of St Patrick’s Day.
Get To Know Your Customers Day
Trust us, it’s a real thing. Why not make
it your aim to learn one new thing
about every person you serve today?
It could even just be their name.
National Amaretto Day
This is a great opportunity to maximise
your Amaretto sales. Offer 10% off and
extend the offer for a couple of days.
Easter
Don’t just rely on your chocolate sales
to give you an Easter-related boost.
Make sure you’re fully stocked with
condiments such as mint sauce.

x marks the spot
Perfect for kids and grown-ups, Cadbury
Dairy Milk Freddo Treasures come in the
form of a purple treasure chest, fillled with
Cadbury Dairy Milk Buttons and one of
17 figurines or toys. The launch will be
supported by a £6m
campaign and POS
materials.

amoozing
Ben & Jerry’s Moo-phoria light ice
creams are just 128–132 calories per
serving and come in two new flavours:
Chocolate Cookies & Cream and
Salted Caramel Brownie.

MR PORKY DRIVES
INCREMENTAL SALES
• GB’S NO. 1 PORK
SNACKS BRAND*
• 81% CONSUMED
WITH A COLD DRINK**
• PACK FORMATS EASILY
SITED WITH THE BEER,
WINES & SPIRITS
• VAT FREE
Pubcar
d
avai
lable

CONTACT YOUR TAYTO SALES CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION:
EMAIL: NEIL.STURGESS@TAYTO.COM / CALL: 07918 733220

Put a

spring

in your

sales
Easter is on its way which is
always good news for your bottom
lines, so get your confectionery
prepped for the sales rush

76%

of shoppers
value quality
over quantity
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spring

E

aster is big business and when it
comes to stocking up, it pays to
think ahead and plan what you
want to offer. If you’re tired of
your Easter offering or you simply don’t
know where to start, it’s never too late
to scoop some cracking sales.

Egg-cellent place to start

Think premium

When choosing your range, think about
margins, but also think about choice. For
maximum sales potential, it’s essential to
stock the basics – Cadbury Creme Egg,
Cadbury Mini Eggs, and Nestlé Smarties
Eggs. All convenience retailers will know
that multiples dominate the large shell
egg market, but it’s still important to
stock a good range, especially if you’re
not close to a supermarket.
Be sure to give your customers a
choice of chocolate eggs with small bars
or packets of sweets that offer a novelty
such as a mug or egg cup. Eggs that
feature popular cartoon characters
are also a great option for kids.
Convenience stores can also excel when
it comes to impulse buys, so make sure
you stock Cadbury Creme Eggs and
Malteser Bunnies. If you offer them as a
multibuy deal, you’ll be able to drive up
basket spend.

When you’ve got the fundamentals
covered, you should think about
extending your range to cover not only
the tried-and-tested bestsellers but also
more luxury, indulgent options. Rather
than huge boxes of standard chocolates,
think about smaller formats and
promotions, which means customers
could choose two or three gifts instead
of just one.

Multibuy opportunities
Many of your shoppers will be buying
gifts for more than one person this Easter,
which can get pretty pricey. Help them
out (and secure yourself a sale in the
process), by offering multibuy
opportunities. Try 3-for-2 on boxes of
chocolates or Easter eggs.
Flowers are also a popular gifting
purchase at Easter time, so even
if you don’t normally

stock them it may be
worth getting some
bunches in stock and placing
them near your door. Why not really
think outside the box and offer 10%
off when a bunch of flowers and a
bottle of prosecco or sparkling wine are
bought together?

The price is right
Make sure to price all your products
clearly. With so much confectionery,
make it easier for customers to complete
their shopping mission by labelling all
your products clearly and making sure
your offering is easy to navigate.
Consider creating floor stacks of great
deals to really drive promotional sales,
with eye-catching POS materials. The
best place to highlight your
promotions is on the gondola end
units most visible as you enter the
store and opposite your counter.

Family time
The four-day weekend stretching
over Good Friday to Easter
Monday will be a time when
many families will gather
to celebrate the
occasion.
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Stic k it i n
t he diary

The average Brit
consumed

8.4kg

of chocolate
during 2017
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Cash in on seasonal events,
such as Easter Sunday roast
dinner, by merchandising
condiments, disposable foil
trays and gravy. Use signage
around store to remind your
customers about the things
they may have forgotten in
the run up to Easter, such
as mint sauce.

Sharing bags
are a must for
those catering for
visitors, so make
sure you place
Doritos and dip,
Mini Cheddars and KP
Nuts on a promotion end to
encourage sales. Think about large
boxes of biscuits, too, for both gifting
opportunities or people buying for Easter
Sunday. Just as Christmas is traditionally
thought of as a time for going
premium, the same can be
said for Easter.
Remember the children
break up for Easter holidays
in mid-April, so parents will
be topping up on things to keep
them occupied over the break.
Why not take the opportunity
to create a promotional end
offering colouring books, colouring
pencils and pens and other stationery
too? Pop POS in your windows or
shop front for passers-by to see.

Offer something different
Look at what your local competition is
doing and see if you can offer something
different. Is there a supplier that isn’t
stocked locally, which would mean
you have more to offer customers?
Don’t just think about delicious treats,
think cards too. Many of your shoppers
will want to send Easter cards, so make
your store a destination to pick up the
essentials, not just a place for those
last-minute emergency purchases.

Sweet treats
While confectionery may be the first
category to spring to mind this Easter,
don’t forget the rest of your dessert
offering. Sweet treats and desserts are
a top shopping mission around Easter
time, particularly for Easter Sunday get
togethers, so think comforting, tasty
family favourites such as lemon meringue
pies, apple pie, ice cream and custard.
And don’t forget the Easter favourite: hot
cross buns. Make sure you have plenty of
butter and fruit jam to go with them. Place
these in an easy-to-spot area of your store
and use in-store signage to grab attention.
You could always have some samples on
your till point to entice shoppers to add
them to their basket.

r
e
t
s
a
E
egg-stravaganza
trendS

Make your Easter confectionery sales sing
by stocking up on the very latest
chocolate treats

18
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store profile, birmingham

INVEST FOR

SUCCESS
The proud face of not one but two Lifestyle Express
stores, Manogaran Rasarethinab just opened his
newly refitted store and is already reaping the rewards

M

anogaran (Mano) is settling
into his newly refitted
Lifestyle Express store
on Broadstone Road in
Birmingham. He took the plunge last year
when he took over a very run-down store
that was in desperate need of more than
just a lick of paint. He opened the doors
to his brand-new store back in November
and is enjoying a noticeable shift in
his weekly sales as a result.

Taking opportunities
When refitting the store, Mano and
the Lifestyle Express team knew there
was a huge amount of potential. When
he bought it, the independent store
was looking very run down and tired,
and Mano knew he needed to breathe
some life into it to allow it to really
fulfil its potential.
Refitting his store wasn’t just a case of
making everything look as bright and
fresh as possible. He knew there was
opportunity for a huge sales increase.
The team added an off-licence, two large
20
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chillers, a large upright frozen section,
LED lighting and a new suspended
ceiling. The difference the additions
made to the store was astronomical.
“It was a big job to totally refit my store,
and admittedly I was nervous at times, but
it’s really paid off,” said Mano. “It’s great to
see the look on my customers’ faces when
they come into the store for the first time.
I’ve had so many compliments about the
store, in particular how spacious it feels
and how easy it is to navigate. I’m
absolutely delighted with our investment,
and I can thoroughly recommend it
to other retailers.
“Adding an off-licence has made a
huge difference to my weekly sales.
Someone popping into the store for
milk or today’s newspaper is now far
more likely to pick up their favourite
brand of cigarettes or spirit. I’d
recommend any retailer who is
considering adding an off-licence to
their store to speak to the Lifestyle
Express team and take the plunge.
I’ve not looked back since.”

“I’m
delighted
with our
investment and I
can thoroughly
recommend it
to others”

issue 52 2019
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Top promotion
Mano’s quids in thanks to Lifestyle Express
promotions, which have proved to be very popular
with his customers. While the store previously ran
no promotions, shoppers have flocked to his store
to soak up the excellent deals on offer from
Lifestyle Express. “The promotions are fantastic,”
Mano said. “My customers know they can make a
good saving in comparison to nearby stores, and I
know it gives me the edge and a point of difference.”

Customers first
Mano knows that nothing beats good customer service and
the importance of being grateful for every single customer that
walks through your door. By showing customers that you not
only are thankful for their custom, but also want to make their
shopping mission as easy and enjoyable as possible, you are
much more likely to see them again.
Clear signage in your shop windows and making your store
22
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“The
promotions
are fantastic
and give me
a point of
difference”

“With
Lifestyle
Express I’m
confident I’ll make
my second refit
just as much of
a success”

look as clean, tidy and visually appealing as possible are sure-fire
ways of encouraging a passer-by to nip into your store for that
crucial first visit. However, increasing your footfall and
convincing a customer to enter your store for the very first time
is only half the battle. All retailers will know the importance of
seeing that first visit as an opportunity to convert that shopper
into a loyal customer that’ll shop with you time and time again.
From the moment they enter your store for the first time it’s all
about their experience inside your store, as Mano explains. How
they feel when they leave your store will play a huge part in
whether or not they decide to return.
“It’s important to treat everyone who walks through the door
like a guest, not like a paying customer,” Mano said. “I tell my
staff to be as friendly as possible to every single visitor, so that
they feel valued and respected. It’s a simple gesture, but if
customers have a good experience in your store, they’re far
more likely to return.
“I always make sure to write down any requests I receive from
customers too. If I don’t stock someone’s favourite brand of

issue 52 2019
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“It’s
important
to treat
everyone who
walks through
the door like
a guest”

cigarettes, I try to make sure I’ll source
them and get stocked up as quickly as
possible. I know that if I don’t do that, they
might visit another nearby shop and I may never
see them again. Also, on a personal note, customers
like to feel special and looked after and this is a quick and
easy way of doing that.”
Retailers can go one step further and offer to take a customer’s
phone number so that they can give them a call to let them
know when their favourite product is available in store. Simple
gestures such as this can really go a long way when it comes
to impressing your customers. Customers are far more likely
to return if you listen to them. Keep an ear to the ground and
they’ll let you know what they want and the ways in which
you could improve the store.

Bright future
What about the future? “Now that I’ve experienced such a huge
success with this store, I want to turn my attention to refitting
my other Lifestyle Express store around the corner. I’m really
confident that with the team’s help, I can make my second
refit just as much of a success as this one.
24
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Sugar tax or no sugar
tax, your soft drinks sales
are still a huge opportunity.
Make sure you offer a good
selection of diet and zero
sugar alternatives and
you’re on to a winner!

PARENTS & CHILDREN

As easy as
The Easter holidays are almost upon us, so now is a good time
to make sure you’re stocked up for your youngest shoppers.
Don’t know where to start? Don’t panic, we’ve got you covered

D

Parents spend

£5.17

more per
shopping trip
than non–parents

28
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id you know parents spend £5.17 more per
shopping trip than non-parents? That’s
according to Kantar World Panel, and just
goes to show that weary, sleep-deprived
parents are a crucial demographic for you to remember
when stocking your shelves.
Although many parents may rely on the multiples to
do their weekly shop, you can really take advantage of
impulse buys and emergency purchases. Whether it’s a
mum visiting with their children during half term or
dad looking for a quick fix
for tonight’s tea on the way
back from work, your shop
will be their lifeline.

ack
for a sn

A, B, C
kfast
a
e
r
b
r
o
f

Baby steps

There’s no deep-set, sheer panic quite like
placing your tiny tot on the changing mat
only to realise you ran out of nappies this
morning and forgot to nip to the shop.
Parents have an awful lot to think about in
between nappy changes and feeding their
little one who cannot possibly be hungry
for the seventh time this morning.
Whether or not you realise it, your store
is a lifeline for the new dad who just ran
out of milk or the mum looking for a way

for tonight’s dinner

for lunch

for dinner

to treat her baby’s
nappy rash. Make
their trip as easy as
possible with clear signage and
prices. Use
price-marked
packs (PMPs)
where you can to
let them know
you’re not overcharging
them.

Child’s play

There are plenty of ways to keep your
youngest shoppers happy. With the
Easter holidays around the corner,
mums and dads are going to be
looking for ways to not only
entertain their children but also
to stock up on kiddie-friendly
options for breakfast and
lunch.
Children will likely
be accompanying
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PARENTS & CHILDREN
for a snack

their parents on shopping trips during the
Easter holidays so mum and dad might
buy treats to keep their little ones busy.
There are plenty of ways you can use this
to your advantage, such as stocking up on
children’s magazines and colouring books,
as well as colourful pens and pencils. If
you have any room in store, can you find
space for novelty games such as footballs
or hula hoops?
Make mum and dad’s shopping mission
easier by making the atmosphere in
your store a pleasant one. Clear
your aisles and make sure there’s
enough room for a pram to move
around the store easily.

Teenage kicks

Don’t forget the biggest
kids. Remember your
teenage customers
this Easter, who
are more likely
to be coming
into your
store alone or with
their friends. Think
about their shopping habits
– ease is the name of the game.
They’ll be grabbing pizzas,
burgers, ready meals, Pot
Noodles, sandwiches and
wraps. And don’t forget the
teenage appetite for chocolate,
sweets, crisps, biscuits
and cakes. It knows
no bounds...
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don’t fo
rget
mum &
dad
for breakfast

for
lunch
for a snack

for
tonight’s
dinner

Legally speaking
There has been a lot of
discussion about the sale of
energy drinks to under-16s, with
the government launching a
consultation last year. There are
currently no age restrictions on
the sale of any caffeinecontaining foods and beverages,
including energy drinks. There’s
also no legal requirement for
children under 16 to produce ID
to purchase any caffeinecontaining foods and beverages.
Having said that, you are well
within your rights to restrict sale
as you see fit. Some retailers
have introduced limits on the
number of energy drinks they sell
in one transaction to a young
person. Others decide not to sell
energy drinks to children in
school uniform or to children at
all at certain times of the day
(lunchtime, for example). As
teenagers are among the
demographic most likely to buy
energy drinks, it is your right to
refuse sale of energy drinks to a
teenager in a school uniform.

INTRODUCING
the
NEW

W
O
NVAILABLE

BABY RANGE

PMP
RANGE

A

#1

Baby
Shampoo
Sku

#1

Baby
Oil Sku

Family shoppers
spend up to

55%

more per trip vs. non family shoppers
Source: Supplier Manufacturer Data
Baby Category - Total Impulse - MAT: October 2018 - Value Sales

spring alcohol

Raise a

spring
Dry January is a distant memory
and with the warmer weather
comes sociable drinking, which
is always good news for your
footfall and bottom line

S

pring marks a golden
opportunity for retailers’
alcohol sales. Shoppers tend to
batten down the hatches during
winter and turn their attention to their
purse strings and waistlines but the rise in
temperatures usually marks the end of
hibernation for Brits and the start of
events that will lead right up to the late
summer months, such as barbecues and
Easter Sunday meals. Your shoppers will
be looking for good quality and good
value for money too.
Like any category, alcohol trends change
with every passing year and it’s important
that you’re on top of the latest must-haves
and that you know exactly what your
customers will be looking for this spring
to maximise sales potential.

A crafty revolution
A rising consumer demand for craft
beers has presented an opportunity
retailers shouldn’t overlook this
spring. Dubbed a category revolution,
it’s clear that this is no flash in the pan
and so it’s worth saving some shelf
space to include a few options.
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Everything in Moderation
Although the country used to be dubbed ‘Binge Britain’,
Ocado reported that sales of non-alcoholic wine increased
by more than 42% last year. Whether it’s for designated
drivers, expectant mothers, people watching their waistlines
or purely just abstinence, the rise in popularity of nonalcoholic drinks is something you should definitely bear in
mind this spring, as Sharon Palmer, Head of Trade Marketing
at AB InBev UK & Ireland, explains:
“With spring around the corner, retailers will be able to
tap into key calendar dates including Mother’s Day and
Easter – as well as two bank holidays.
“With family and friends coming together to celebrate
these occasions, retailers have a real opportunity to drive
sales, so it’s important to ensure they’re stocking the
products that consumers are demanding right now. One
key area to consider exploiting here is the continued trend
for moderation – it’s vital that retailers remember this goes
beyond Dry January. UK adults are increasingly
choosing low- and no-alcohol drinks –
we are now a moderation nation.”

1 in 5

adults in the UK
is now tee–total

glass to
sales
Don’t forget to
place some fresh
lemons and ice
cube trays
nearby!

Gincredible

Feel fruity

Gin sales grew to £1.3bn in 2017,
while vodka and whisky sales
remained flat. Having been at
the forefront of the ‘on trend’
spirits for some time now,
the popularity of gin is going
nowhere. However, shoppers’
tastes within the gin category
are still changing, with
flavoured gin rising in
popularity. Make it easy for
your customers to complete
their shopping missions quickly
and easily. If you have space
near the till, make a gin stand
with a range of gins and mixers.
Think outside the box and add
some elderflower cordial or flavoured
water for shoppers wanting a bit
more of an exotic taste this spring.

Andrew Nunney, Shopper,
Category and Insight Director at
Accolade Wines, says: “Fruitier,
more refreshing styles start to
become more popular as we go
into spring so fruit wines like Echo
Falls Fruit Fusions are key as well
as other rosés and lighter white
wines. As the warmer weather

The gin category
is now valued at

£1.9 bn

arrives, drinks in the chiller are essential
as most convenience purchases are
consumed shortly after purchase.
“Fruit vodkas such as Echo Falls
Summer Berries Vodka also satisfy
this fruitier, easier drinking style
while promoting the fun spirit
of summer and appealing to
social events where everyone
can share.”

Mix it up
In 2018 it was reported by The Independent that
one-fifth of drinkers now choose cocktails over
beer and wine, and as a result the popularity of
classic cocktails available in pre-mixed can
formats is soaring. Allowing customers to indulge
in their favourite cocktail without even needing a
glass, let alone a cocktail mixing kit, this is a key
impulse purchase for shoppers heading to an
alfresco party, picnic or barbecue this spring.

Alcohol sales
rose by

12%

during
spring last
year while
soft drinks
rose by 13%
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WHY NOT STOCK UP TODAY?

. Bringing an extra £8m to the UK Gum Category
. Supported by £1.5m advertising and in store spend
. Available in best-selling Peppermint & Spearmint flavours
. Sold in a convenient pocket pack, keeping gum fresher for longer!

®Wrigleys and ®Extra
are registered trademarks.
©2019 Mars or Affiliates.

food to go

Top 10 tips
for food to
go success
Food to go is a huge opportunity for convenience retailers.
Are you taking away as much as you could from it?

1

Look around

Who will shop with
you and what other
options are nearby? Are
there offices, factories and
schools near you? Is there a
market for food to go?

*According to HIM

13%

of all shopping
trips in the
convenience
channel in 2018
includeD the
food–to–go
mission*

2

Start
simple

When making
your first move into
food to go, it pays to
start simple. Get
stocked up on a range
of sandwiches, hot
drinks, muffins and
sweet snacks.
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food to go

3

Advance

Once you have
covered the basics,
take a look at your sales data
and see if there is a market
for adding more to your
offering, such as hot food
options like pastries, sausage
rolls and Rollover hot dogs.

4

Breakfast deal

Grabbing a quick hot
drink and a pastry
or a breakfast bar on the
way to school or work is
fast becoming part of busy
commuters’ everyday lives.

£2.8bn
5

Meal deal

*According to IGD research

Meal deals are a great way
to get your tills ringing, as
your shoppers will be eager to
make a saving. Whether you’re
offering a hot drink with any
warm food-to-go option, or a
sandwich, crisps and a drink, the
world’s your oyster.

£3.4bn
value of food to go
in THE convenience
channel by 2023*

current worth
of food to go to
convenience storeS

6

Location, location, location

The most important factor to consider
when it comes to food to go is your
location. If you’re surrounded by takeaways
or fast-food restaurants, it would be better
for you to keep it simple with sandwiches and
crisps. If all of your competitors already sell
hot drinks, it’s worth bearing in mind that
you’ll need to keep your costs low to still
be attractive on price.
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food to go

7

Think local

Most shoppers look to
support their local area
when they can and thanks to Brexit
making importing more expensive,
there are many reasons why you
should look to stock locally sourced
produce. See if there’s a local baker
you can source your bread from.

A study in 2017 by
IGD revealed that

30%

of 18 to 25 year
olds "completed
a food to go
mission on
their last
shopping trip'

9

8

Stay current

Studies have found that
younger shoppers are
more likely to complete food-togo missions in convenience stores,
so think of ways to attract them.
Head to social media to advertise
promotions.

Keep it clear

Remember to include
all allergen information,
ingredients and nutritional data
in case any of your shoppers
have allergies.

Forecourts
have the

highest

food to go
spend across
convenience,
according to
research by HIM.
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10

Plant a seed

There’s also an
increased demand
among 18 to 25 year olds for a
wider variety of vegan, vegetarian
and gluten–free products so try
adding those to your food-to-go
offer to really turn heads.

Plan for profit
To support retailers looking to add food
to go to their offering, our Plan for Profit
guide is the perfect place to start.
If you head over to the website, you
will find advice and guidance on a
range of topics. Click on ‘Drop
Shipment and Services’ and you will
see a drop-down option for ‘Bake off
and Food to Go’. Here you will be able
to find a list of food-to-go suppliers.
Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk for
more information.

store profile, glasgow

Glasgow’s
Calling
Michael Singh and his father Pali swapped a town
for a busy city, and business is certainly booming
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R

“Giving
your time,
being polite
and saying hello
can get you
a long way”

etail runs deep for the Singh family.
When Pali’s father moved to the UK
from India in the 1950s, he opened up his
own convenience store and retailing has been
at the heart of the Singh family ever since.
Michael and Pali are the proud owners of the Lifestyle Express
store on Sauchiehall Street in Glasgow’s bright city centre, and
they’ve recently transformed their blue store to the popular
grey fascia. With other upgrades including a fresh lick of paint
internally, new external lighting, and new internal stripping,
the store is a breath of fresh air on the busy high street.
“The renovation was completed at the end of last year,”
Michael said. “It’s totally transformed the store and we’ve been
able to add lines to our grocery offering as a result. I do get a
lot of digs from Rangers fans, but that’s a different story.”

A big move
Michael and Pali made the move from a sleepy residential store
in Hamilton, South Lanarkshire to the bright lights of Glasgow
four years ago. Both stores were Lifestyle Express, but that was
probably the only thing the stores have in common.
Moving from a 12-hour store to a 24-hour store is no mean

feat. Surrounded by a swarm of bars,
nightclubs and restaurants, the father-and-son
team’s store on Sauchiehall Street really comes alive
after dark. During the daylight hours, the store fights for
competition from the nearby Tesco Express, but that closes its
doors at 11pm meaning Michael and Pali get to take advantage
of the late-night sales from the surrounding nightlife as people
head out to the clubs or head home from the local theatre.
Michael said: “It’s a totally different experience to our last store.
Being open 24 hours a day means my dad and I only really work
together once a week. We’re like ships that pass in the night
– literally!” While residential convenience stores work hard
to drum up support and encourage loyalty from the local area,
city centre stores are a different kettle of fish altogether.
“At our last store, you get used to a certain rhythm of things,”
Michael continued. “Different weeks and months of the year fall
into a predictable pattern. You also get used to seeing the same
faces day in, day out. Mrs X coming in to pick up her morning
newspaper, Mr Y picking up his favourite brand of cigarettes or
Miss Z looking for her daily lunchtime snack. When you’re based
in a city centre, you rely a lot on passing trade. I rarely see repeat
faces, and even when I do it’s not the same loyalty as you expect
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store profile
from a residential store. Someone may pop in to the store to pick
up a sandwich on a Monday, and then you won’t see them for a
couple of months until they’ve forgotten their lunch again. The
store is surrounded by student accommodation and rented
apartments too, so people are constantly coming and going.
There aren’t many people who live around here long term.
So, the store mostly relies on passing trade.
“We do experience a lot of competition from the nearby
Tesco Express, so we’re often a little bit quieter during the day,
and I know that we’d definitely be a lot busier if that wasn’t there.
There are other stores nearby too, but we are the only store with
an off-licence which definitely plays to our strengths. We’re in
a very visible location which is great for us, though, and means
we don’t have to put too much work into marketing the store
as so many people will walk past and nip in for some cigarettes
or a bottle of wine before a night out. We also sell a lot of juice
in the early hours too – probably sensible people preparing for
the next morning!”

You’ve got a friend
When it comes to delivering great customer service, it’s all about
making the customer feel valued, as Michael explained: “Giving
your time, being polite and saying hello can get you a long way.
For everyone who walks through your door, you’re supplying
a service and they’re giving you their business in return.
“I like to think that my customers can have a bit more of
a personalised experience than they will in the likes of Tesco
Express. It’s a busy store and I can’t commit to trying to learn
everyone’s names like you can when you’re based in a residential
area, but just by taking a bit of time to ask how their day has
been and if they’re planning on watching tonight’s match,
you can really go a long way to showing customers that you’re
grateful for their custom.”
And it goes without saying that Michael is right. Most of
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Rebrewed from
head to hop.
Introducing the
New Carlsberg
Danish Pilsner.
NEW Brew
NEW Taste
NEW Glass
Still iconically Danish.

store profile

“It’s
important to
stay ahead
of the game”

us can remember at least one experience
where being spoken to rudely by a
member of staff in a store has put us off
returning to the store, and so retailers are
in a prime position to ensure their
customers leave with a positive experience.
Spread the word to your staff to make sure
they’re upholding the reputation you work hard
to establish, even when you’re not in the store.
Staff like to feel valued and will be far more likely to do a
good job for you in your store if they do. We all know how
stretched retailers are for time, and one in five symbol group
retailers have admitted that they don’t carry out induction
training for their new staff and one in three said that training
poses a challenge for their business. Lifestyle Express partnered
with Bolt Learning last year to support its retailers with training
resources. Since its launch, more than 800 individual training
modules have been issued and more than 200 trainees are
currently engaged with modules.

What’s next?
“Well, I’m getting married in June,” Michael laughed. “But
business wise, I don’t know yet, I’ll take it as it comes. I’m
comfortable but you never know what the future has in store.
It’s important to stay ahead of the game but for the time being,
I’m happy to just go with the flow.”
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BBQ BEEF BIG HOOPS
FASTEST SELLING £1 PMP!*

UK'S NO.1 RIDGE CUT CRISP!*

UK'S NO.1 POPCORN BRAND!*

NEW!

5TH FASTEST
SELLING £1 PMP!*

WHEN MEXICAN FLAVOUR CALLS!

£PMPS GROWING

+43.2%
YEAR ON YEAR!*

THE UK’S NO.1 NUT BRAND!*
VAT FREE!

*AC Nielsen Data Impulse Market MAT 29.12.18.

NEW!

10TH FASTEST SELLING
IMPULSE BRAND!*

trendS

Around the

world
With shoppers getting more adventurous,
here’s our guide to making your grocery
offering as international as possible
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track and trace

Track and
Trace:
what you need
to know
On 20 May 2019, the way you can sell tobacco
products will be changing. Do you know the facts?

W

ith yet more changes
to the way retailers sell
tobacco products on
the horizon, here’s our
at-a-glance guide to what you need
to know to be prepared.
However, at the present time, there
is no information available about how
retailers can apply for these codes, but
HMRC has assured retailers that this
will be resolved soon.

2

The new
legislation comes
into effect on

20 May
2019

1

A new ‘track and trace’ tobacco
legislation, as part of the European
Tobacco Products Directive (EUTPD),
is being introduced to curb illicit trade.
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track and trace

3

4

Retailers will
have to apply for
an economic
operator identifier code
(EOIC) plus a facility
identifier code (FIC) for
each store they have.
So, if you have three
stores, you’ll need one
EOIC and three FICs.

Retailers
will need
these
codes in order
to be able to
purchase
tobacco
products.

5
6

The security
tags will be
scanned
throughout the
supply chain,
including when the
tobacco products are
delivered to stores.

7

If a retailer
is caught
selling
illicit tobacco, it
is likely that their
unique codes
would be
withdrawn.
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Under the new rules, tobacco
packaging will be marked
with visible and hidden
security features. This applies to
ALL tobacco products from
individual packs of cigarettes and
hand-rolling tobacco to product
cases, outers and container loads.

Dalbag Singh,
lifestyle express,
newcastle
“Tobacco is a huge seller in my store
and is vital for my footfall, so I need this
to be resolved soon. A worry is that the
delay means everyone applies at the
same time and there’ll be a backlog and
mistakes could be made. This has the potential
to cause issues for retailers up and down the
UK, so I’m concerned.”

trendS

Sweet

treats

Impulse buys are likely to be
a huge source of revenue for
you, so stock up on snacks for
shoppers with a sweet tooth
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plan for profit

Plan

profit
r
fo

There’s a lot of talk about Plan for
Profit, but what is it? Put simply,
it’s your secret weapon for
successful retailing

S

ince Lifestyle Express became part of Unitas
Wholesale, the UK’s largest wholesale services
company, retailers can now access Plan for Profit, an
online one-stop shop dedicated to helping
independent retailers succeed. Pretty good, eh?
Available as a website and a handy app which means you can
access all of the information when you’re in store, in depot or on
the go, Plan for Profit really is a retailer’s secret weapon. Created
with data from leading suppliers, wholesalers and retailers, Plan
for Profit provides independent convenience retailers with the
essential product range guaranteed to delight customers.
Plan for Profit is already used by more than 7,000 independent
convenience retailers to help grow their businesses, so what’s
stopping you from taking advantage too?

What is Plan for Profit?
Put simply, the Plan for Profit app and website provide retailers
with all the essential advice, information and tools
to really drive their businesses forward. You
can access information on new products,
core range guidance, seasonal advice,
updates on legislation such as Track
and Trace, a Unitas Wholesale depot
locator and lots more.
Don’t be tempted to tackle your
Other highlights:
whole store in one go. Tackle it
n You can use the app to discover the
one category at a time, working
essential must-stock products, learn
through your store in
how
to merchandise them effectively
bite-sized chunks
and also access planograms.

did you
know?
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plan for profit

did you
know?
The profit on return (POR) and
minimum unit pricing (MUP)
calculators will save you time
and help you clearly
understand your
margins

John Kinney,
Retail Director
at Unitas
Wholesale

Visit the website now:
www.planforprofit.co.uk

n You can personalise the
app to best suit your needs,
by selecting your wholesaler
and category preferences
so you only view the
deals most suited
If you’re not
to you.
using Plan for Profit,
n Make life simple
what’s stopping you?
by using the in-app
Search on your App Store
shopping list to
for Plan for Profit and
make sure you
download the latest
don’t forget any
version
critical stock.
n It does your sums!
Not only is there a POR
Don’t miss out
calculator to work out your
You can also pick up a copy of the
margins, but Scottish retailers can also
latest Plan for Profit Impulse
use it to calculate minimum unit pricing
Category Guide in your local
in line with recent legislation. Simply
Unitas Wholesale depot.
enter the ABV, unit size and pack size to
Alternatively, download a digital
generate the MUP cost.
copy of the guide now!
This new guide is packed with
expert advice, the latest data and
information, and tips to strengthen
your sales of soft drinks, snacks
and confectionery.
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Do you want to save more and
sell more?
Yes, it really is that simple. Our Drop
Shipment and Services can help you to
reduce your overheads and drive
additional sales.

“The consumer is shopping
locally and more frequently.
They are deciding which store
to use based on their ability
to fulfil their top-up shop.
“It’s very important you’re
stocking the most popular
products and range, however
make sure you don’t tie up
valuable space and cash by
duplicating product choice.”

Unitas Wholesale has negotiated
preferential rates from leading service
providers that can reduce your business
overheads and help you to grow additional
sales. What’s not to love?
You could save money with energy
providers and financial services or
introduce additional sales with stationery
supplies and food-to-go solutions.
Whatever you decide, there’s huge
potential to help you grow your business
and increase your profitability.
It’s easy to get started:
n Take a look at our easy-to-use directory
of suppliers which can be found at
www.planforprofit.co.uk – just click on
‘Drop Shipment & Services’ on the
menu.
n Identify the service and supplier you’re
interested in.
n ‘Click for contact’ to receive a call back
or visit within 48 hours. Simple, eh?
Just visit www.planforprofit.co.uk for
more information.

Save More and Sell More
with Unitas Wholesale
Drop Shipment and Services

Drop
Shipment
& Services

Are you looking to make savings in your business
and grow additional sales?
Save more

Business Energy

Sell more

Financial Services

Food To Go

Stationery

Find preferential rates from providers specialising in a broad range of products
and services at www.planforprofit.co.uk
What are the benefits?

How to use...

Preferential terms:
Negotiated by Unitas Wholesale,
the largest independent Wholesale
Services Company, in the U.K.

Drop
Shipment
& Services

Find suppliers easily
in one easy to use directory at

www.planforprofit.co.uk
1. Visit www.planforprofit.co.uk

Saves time:
Choose a supplier from our
directory, complete your details
and receive a call back or
visit 48 hours later.

2. Click on ‘Drop Shipment and Services’ to find
the service and supplier you are interested in.
3. ‘Click for [their] contact’, to receive a call back
or visit within 48 hours from your potential
supplier.

For further enquiries please contact Steve Hodson, Unitas Wholesale Trading Controller
on T: 01302260525 E: steve.hodson@unitaswholesale.co.uk

www.planforprofit.co.uk

@PlanforProfitRetail

@Plan_for_Profit

Coming
next issue...
Sizzling sales
Get your barbecue
sales soaring as we
head into summer

Get
crafty
Our guide
to beer and
cider sales
Softly does it
rted
Let’s get your soft drinks stock so

Track &
Trace
Catch up with
all the latest
tobacco advice

Plus

retailers’
stories,
must– stock products and
the latest industry news
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SUPERIOR

�

LIGHT �
BEER
7
9
CALORIES

�

©2019 AB InBev UK Limited. All rights reserved.
A light tasting premium beer: 45% lower calories than most premium beers.

A

GLASS

OF
�

WHITE
WINE
1
3
6
�
CALORIES

�

Ad shows 175ml white wine (average 12.3% ABV, 136kcal) and Michelob ULTRA 355ml (3.5% ABV, 79kcal).
Average calculated on 27 top-selling white wines, average 78kcal/100ml, 64kcal/unit of alcohol. Michelob ULTRA
22kcal/100ml, 63kcal/unit ofalcohol. Source: Nielsen 52 w/e 08/09/18. See michelobultra.co.uk/ﬁndoutmore

ADD A SQUEEZE OF
ITALY TO YOUR SALES

® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

